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Interview Questions: A Chat with the Author
What is it about chocolate that soothes our emotions?

Have you ever grabbed for a Snickers bar when you were feeling a little
low? Could it be that you really needed to nourish your spirit, but settled for your
stomach instead?
Author • Speaker

“Truffles From Heaven”

Truffles From Heaven is a chocolate box filled with touching stories that
address the hunger pains of our souls during those moments in our everyday lives
when we most long to experience God’s comfort.
The book has the flavor of Chicken Soup with an Erma Bombeck
dessert…and a sweet, spiritual aftertaste that lingers on the lips.
•

What exactly is a truffle from Heaven, anyway?

•

Can you give me an example of a truffle?

•

What motivated you to write “Truffles From Heaven?”

•

What’s the significance of the title?

•

What sort of woman would be interested in reading Truffles From
Heaven? Why?

•

If “Truffles From Heaven” was written to inspire women during tough
circumstances, what sort of circumstances do you find common among
many women?

•

What about men? Would do they enjoy a good truffle?

•

Many of your stories are intimate and others are funny, but all of them are
quite revealing. Why such a personal touch for this book?

•

Do you get mail from your readers? What has been their reaction to
these stories?

•

Do you have a favorite truffle yourself?

•

I've noticed that each story concludes with a summary thought you refer
to as the
“nougat center.” What would you say is the “nougat center” of the book?
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“O taste and see
that the Lord is good.”

Psalm 34:8

